


“GENTLEMEN 
START YOUR SCI 

Your windpipe will get a 
workout when you see what 
Konami* has prepared for you in 
the Batman" Returns game for 
Super NEST 

But your screams will be 
drowned out by crunching 
bones, cracking skulls, 
shattering glass and other cool 
CD quality sounds designed to 

slams, spinning judo kicks, double 
head knocking and other means of 
maiming. And check out our hero’s 
humungous size. We’re talking big! 

In seven 3-D movie-like levels, 
experience the agony of 
Catwoman’s claws, kicks and 
whip and the ecstasy of pummeling 
The Penguin and his clan of 
delinquent clowns, all talented in 
terrorism. 

Inside your cape of fear are 
Batarangs and test tubes, 
essential for battling the 
Tattooed Strongman, the 
Organ Grinder and the rocket 
launching Duck Vehicle. 

Blow away renegade bikers with 
the Batmobile loaded with Batdiscs 
and catapult yourself to safety with 
your trusty 
Grappling Hook. 

The frigid 
fiend is chillin’ 
in his way cool 
lair waiting to 
put the Caped 
Crusader on 
ice. So put on your cowl and put up 
your dukes. Can’t you hear Gotham 
City screaming for help?! 
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TRICKS OF THE TRADE 
EGM LIFESTYLES 
HIGH SCORES 
GAME OVER 

HOT NEO • GEO FIGHTING ACTION! S 
The 146-Meg wonder, World Heroes 2 will shock you! Plus, 
Fire Suplex, a hard-hitting Neo cart and Rebel Assault for Sega CD. 

PHANTASY STAR 4 PHENOMENON! 112 
We've got the new screen shots of the 16-Meg Phantasy Star 4! 
Find out all the info with our in-depth interview and pictures. 

nmnsmzm 
MORTAL KOMBAT EXCLUSIVE! 114 
Feast your eyes on all the finishing moves and fatalities of the hot 
arcade hit for Super NES, Genesis, GameBoy and Game Gear! 
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Cookie Chaos for Mario and Yoshi! 
Mario and Yoshi are fillins in at the Cookie Factory, and the snacks are piling high! 

As fresh baked cookies roll out of the ovens, it's up to Mario to sort and stack 'em before they pile too hishl Line up a 
row of the same kind of cookies either vertically or horizontally, and they vanish. Clear the screen to move on to a new 

level of munchie-madness! Yoshi appears from time to time to stir thinss up. Play for hish score or go head-to-head 
against a friend or the computer. The mouth-watering madness doesn't let up! 

W 100 stages, Plus b0™5 founds. 
@ 1 or 2 players, or play against 

the computer. 

dl Choose to be Mario, Yoshi, 
the Princess or Bowser. 

@ Extra puzzle game from the 
creator of Tetris. 

It’s a snack attack! 



BACK ISSUES! 
COMPLETE YOUR 

COLLECTION WITH 
EGM'S 0RERTE5T HITS! 

#1 PREMIERE ISSUE! A FEW LEFT! $30.00 
#2 16-Bit Preview Super NES Specs $15.00 
#3 Atari Lynx Intro • Fall Game Rep. $10.00 
#4 1st Look at Super Mario 4 $8.00 
#6 1st Mega Play • Batman tor NES $10.00 
#7 Top Score Tips & Tricks Special $6.00 
#9 1990 CES Preview • Castlevania 3 $6.00 

#10 Super C* Phantasy Star 2 Maps $6.00 
#12 Nintendo SFX System • GaiDen 2 $7.00 
#13 1990 SCES Preview • Strider $7.00 
#14 International Pre. • Mega Man 4 $6.00 
#15 1992 Video Game Buyers Guide $7.00 
#16 Super Famicom Hands-On Test $6.00 
#17 Simpsons-GameBoy to NES $6.00 
#18 G.l. Joe'The Sega Tera System $6.00 
#19 Bonk 2 • Atari Panther Preview $6.00 
#20 Battletoads • 1991 CES Preview $7.00 
#21 Cyberball -24-Pg. Micro Gaming $7.00 
#22 Sonic the Hedgehog • CD-ROM $6.00 
#23 Hudson Hawk • International Pre. $6.00 
#24 Terminator 2 • Tips and Maps $6.00 
#25 Super NES BG • 1991 SCES Pre. $7.00 
#26 Sega CD-ROM • 16-Bit Preview $6.00 
#29 Mario Bros. 4 • Sega Force Mag $6.00 
#31 Street Fighter 2‘Game Gear $6.00 
#32 1992 WCES Preview • Color GB $8.00 
#35 Turtles 4 • 500 Tips Guidebook $8.00 
#36 Batman Returns • Lynx Mag $8.00 
#37 Sonic 2 • Street Fighter 2 Secrets $6.00 
#38 1992 Fall Preview • Ren & Stimpy $6.00 
#39 Turtles on Genesis-Alien 3 $6.00 
#40 Star Wars • Streets of Rage 2 $6.00 
#42 TMNT: The Hyperstone Heist $6.00 
#43 Bubsy • ‘93 Super NES Directory $6.00 
#44 StarFox- Mortal Kombat $6.00 
#45 Dracula>SF2 Comic •Portables $6.00 
#46 Street Fighter 2 CE for Genesis $6.00 

is you need to complete your 
collection today! Include a check or money 
order for each magazine plus $1.95 postage 
and handling per issue. Send your payment to: 
EGM Back Issues • Sendai Publishing Group, 
1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 222, 
Lombard, IL 60148 
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SUPER NES TIMES 128 
Luke Skywalker is back with the gang in Super Empire Strikes Back. 
On the fighting scene, Tuff E Nuff and Final Fight 2 will really make 
an impact, while Rock & Roll Racing will leave you in the dust! 
Plus check out all the super pages we have on great games like 
Arty Lightfoot, Total Carnage, F-1 Roc 2, Neugier: The Journey 
Home, BioMetal, Super 2020 Baseball, Kawasaki Challenge, 
Super Black Bass and Yoshi’s Cookie. 

OUTPOST SEGA 148 
Rocket Knight Adventures soars on your Genesis, along with the hot 
action game Warp Speed and the unique shooter MIG 29. For all you 
sports fans, take to the field in College Football and try to ace your 
opponent in Davis Cup World Tennis. 
For the Sega CD, don’t miss our spectacular spreads on such mega¬ 
hits as Terminator, and Batman Returns! Plus, the classic Final Fight, 
Robo Aleste, and Ninja Warriors. 

TEAM DUO 
Put on your thinking cap for Sherlock Holmes 2 and muster all your 
strength for Exile: Wicked Phenomenon and Dungeon Master. 

162 

NINTENDO FORCE 
For a wide variety of challenges, check out Kirby’s Adventure, 
Bases Loaded 4 or Super Turrican, all on your NES! 

168 

■ 1 
CLUB GAMEBOY 174 
Attention all Trekkies! Star Trek: The Next Generation is here for you 
on-the-go fans. Also, Raging Fighter explodes on the portable scene. 

SUPER GEAR 
Mickey Mouse takes you on a trip through his ‘Land of Illusion’ while 
Wrestlemania’s best duel it out in WWF’s Steel Cage Challenge! 

178 



SOFTWARE, ETC. BRINGS YOU THE GREATEST GAMES, SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES 
FOR SEGA. AND AWESOME REAL DEALS™ TO SAVE YOU A BUNDLE (SEE STORES FOR 

DETAILS) COME TO SOFTWARE, ETC. NOW AND SCORE BIG ON SEGA. 

GREAT SEGA SAVINGS 
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WHAT'S EXCLUSIVE? 

I was at our local newsstand paging 
through a competitor's mag. I saw that 
they were running pictures of SF2 CE 
which really interested me, but since 
they called it an exclusive to their 
magazine, I bought it thinking that 
nobody else would have anything on 
the game. A few days later I saw your 
magazine which had eight pages, two 
reviews, and tons of pictures on the 
Genesis SF2 CE! My question is: how 
can somebody go and say that they 
have an exclusive even though other 
magazines are running the same info? 

Scott Kielen 
Allentown, PA 

(Ed. I guess a person just can't 
believe everything that is printed. 
Hopefully you didn’t get suckered into 
the other so-called exclusive (on 
Aliens vs. Predator) that was running 
in yet another mag. 

It all sounds so complicated. Who 
can you trust? Perhaps it is in the defi¬ 
nition of exclusive. I would think that 
an exclusive picture is something that 
no one else has. But then again, most 
magazines take their own pictures so 
everything in the magazine is exclu¬ 
sive. Go figure. Our exclusive cover¬ 
age was just that. A special meeting 
with Capcom and a hands-on review 
and photo session. 

It all boils down to desperate people 
do desperate things to sell magazines. 
Remember this, if it’s hot you can be 
guaranteed that it will be in EGM!) 

INTERNATIONAL COVERAGE 

In the past, you’ve asked for com¬ 
ments about your otherwise great 
magazine. This concerns your Inter¬ 
national Outlook section. I would like 
for you to show not only the name of 
the company doing the game in 
Japan, but also the name of the 
company that will bring the game to 

$100.00 for a Japanese game (like 
Neugier) when most often the game 
comes to the States two months later 
for only $50.00. It would be great if 
you guys could do this handy 
change! 

(Ed. Thanks for the interesting 
suggestion, Brett! There is a prob¬ 
lem, though. When we list a new 
Japanese game in our International 
Outlook section, the game is normal¬ 
ly so new that licensing agreements 
between the U.S. and Japanese 
companies haven’t even begun. We 
are aware of your pricey dilemma 
and as soon as we know when the 
game will come to the United States, 
you will see it, along with its new 
name and U.S. company, in our Next 
Wave section. You bring up a good 
example. Unlike another zine which 
will only tell you the Japanese game 
release dates (they would rather 
have you buy the big bucks grey 
market cartridge from their affiliated 
store), in this issue we gave you its 
new U.S. name and company.) 

LAST MINUTE UPDATE! 
Fatal Fury 2 is a hot brawler com¬ 

ing to the Super NES from Takara! 
This will be a pretty direct transla¬ 
tion from the Neo*Geo edition. All 
eight fighters can be chosen includ¬ 
ing the Bogard Boys, Joe Higashi, 
and Mai Shiranui. Play a one-player 
game against the computer or go 
head-to-head with a friend! Final 
details are sketchy and there’s no 
word yet if you’ll be able to use the 

Mai Shiranui vs. Andy Bogard 

Mai Shiranui vs. Joe Higashi 
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Mario's Newest Adventure is 
Coming Soon On Super NES 



LETTER OF THE MONTH! 
Another publisher (our lawyers grit their teeth 
whenever we mention specific magazines or peo¬ 
ple) recently announced in an editorial that they 
were discontinuing their bimonthly magazine. 
Not to worry though, because their other publi¬ 
cation (monthly) was going to expand their cov¬ 
erage to cover the systems in the defunct mag. 
Sounds good, but they go on to say that their 
remaining mag will be 30% larger so sub¬ 
scribers of the dead bimonthly won’t be miss¬ 

ing out on any info. Hmmmm. 
OK. It didn’t sound right so we gave this higher math assignment to Scan- 

man, our resident genius, who freelances as a rocket scientist on the week¬ 
ends. We asked him what 30% (the increase in size of the monthly mag) 
times 2 (the increase in coverage going from bimonthly to monthly) was. He 
just stared at us and said he would ask his son that evening. When he came 
back with 60% as the answer, somehow we weren’t surprised. 

Nice going guys (and gals). Perhaps your readers aren’t old enough to 
handle this higher math, so we decided to help them out. Your In Your Face 
Psycho T-Shirt is in the mail!! 

WIN AN OFFICIAL EGM T-SHIRT! 
If you think you have what it takes to contribute to 
society, go write to Newsweek. If, however, you have 
a thought or opinion that fellow gamers would find 
particularly crazy, we'd like to immortalize you with a 
special edition EGM T-Shirt proclaiming your fond¬ 
ness of and psychosis to video games! 

30% 

x 2 
100% 

FLASHBACK BACKFLASH 
Recently I purchased Flashback 

for the Sega Genesis. I own a Mega 
Drive and until now I have had no 
problems running Genesis games 
on my Japanese system. But as 
soon as I turn on the machine with 
Flashback in it, I get an error mes¬ 
sage about the cart being American 
and to contact my local dealer about 
a Japanese version. Are all new 
Sega games the same way? If so, 
does it make us Mega Drive owners 
obsolete? Why was it that Flashback 
gave me this error message? 

Jason Allen 
Alexandria, VA 

Flashback is just one of the new games 
that could get this lock-out security. 

(Ed. Sorry Jason, but U.S. Gold 
decided to use the encoding process 
developed by Sega to lock-out 
games not designed for a particular 
market. This decision is totally at the 
discretion of the licensee. At pre¬ 
sent, U.S. Gold has not announced 
whether they will release or subli¬ 
cense Flashback for the Japanese 
market. In other words, Flashback 
will not work with any system except 
fora U.S. Genesis.) 

WHAT'S THE SEGA CD2? 

I was reading your sister publica¬ 
tion, Mega Play, where you men¬ 
tioned the Sega CD2. What is this 
system about and how much will it 
cost? Is it cheaper than the current 
Sega CD? 

Martin Heinz 
Lakewood, CA 

(Ed. For an in-depth look at this new 
system from Sega, check out EGM 
Express on page 56!) 

TELEPIAY LIVES 

For months now I’ve been hearing 
about a video game modem that 
would allow gamers to play games 
over phone lines. It was supposed to 
be compatible with the Sega 
Genesis, Super Nintendo, and the 
old Nintendo 8-Bit. The ad for the 
modem said that it would come out 
this spring, but I haven’t heard any 
news of its arrival. What’s the deal? 

(Ed. The Teleplay System is still 
alive and well. This new system 
should be hitting the shelves very 
soon with many games to follow. It 
will be interesting to see how the 
public reacts to this device!) 

WHERE ARE THE EFFECTS?! 

I bought the Sega CD in Novem¬ 
ber because of all the hype about 
the scaling and rotation features 
plus the near zero access time. I 
love this system but where are the 
scaling and rotation features besides 
the demo screen when I start up? 

Erik Sojka 
Port Jefferson, NY 

(Ed. When any new system hits the 
market, it takes time for the pro¬ 
grammers to learn all the new func¬ 
tions of the unit like the Sega CD. 
New games like Batman Returns 
and Joe Montana NFL Football con¬ 
tain lots of scaling and rotation 
effects. Just hang tight, Erik. There’s 
more on the way!) 
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| Important things to do: ] 

Save The Planet. 

Save The Whales. 

Save $50 On 
A Game Gear Super 
Sonic Sports Pack. 



NEO*GEO A NO GO? 
I recently broke my bank and 

bought Fatal Fury 2 for my 
Neo*Geo. It sounded awesome, but 
I quickly discovered that the cart 
seemed to be defective. The sound 
would stop or stutter severely 
throughout playing. I called my 
favorite mail-order house and 
explained the situation. They didn’t 
seem the least bit surprised and said 

hardware! They sent me another 
cart (at my expense) just in case it 
was the cartridge. Same problem. I 
called up SNK and they said it would 
cost $60-$100 and take up to two 
weeks to fix my system to work with 
Fatal Fury 2. 

Terrill L. Gosa 
Syracuse, NY 

Fatal Fury 2 is one of the games that may 
not work with Japanese Neo*Geos. 

(Ed. This was a really interesting 
comment so we contacted Chad 
Okada at SNK and we discovered 
that the problem you and some 
other gamers are facing is in fact a 
defect with the hardware chips. As 
Chad explains, about a year ago, 
SNK of Japan drastically cut the 
price of the Neo’Geo to stimulate 
sales. But when the price dropped, 
cheaper chips were installed that 
allowed the Japanese Neo‘Geo to 
play American games. So if you pur¬ 
chased your Neo’Geo through mail¬ 
order around a year ago, you may 
have one of these systems. This 
system is authorized by SNK U.S.A. 
so if you experience problems play¬ 
ing Super Side Kicks or Fatal Fury 2, 
you can return the Neo’Geo to SNK 
and they will repair it for $10.00 plus 
shipping and handling. If you bought 
the Neo’Geo from an American 
store, you’ll be okay!) 

STARFOX WITHOUT A GENIE! 
I just bought StarFox and it’s an 

awesome cart. I also have a Super 
NES Game Genie, but when I hook 
the two together, all I get is sound. I 
noticed that StarFox has two extra 
pins on the board that no other car¬ 
tridges have. The Game Genie 
seems designed for this with two 
extra receivers on their side. But for 
some stupid reason my Game Genie 
doesn't have the metal pins needed 
to connect StarFox to the Super 
NES. Are they going to sell these 
pins as an extra accessory or what? 

Brian Boyd 
Anchorage, AK 

I bought a Super NES Game 
Genie after I saw all of those Street 
Fighter II codes printed. But after I 
bought StarFox, I wanted to see if I 

for it. But when I hooked it up, all I 
got was music from my TV. I noticed 
that StarFox had two chip exten¬ 
sions that the Game Genie can’t 
support. Will Galoob sell a Game 
Genie for use with games like Star- 

Jerry Shandler 
Chesterfield, MS 

Game Genie owners are concerned 
about the incompatibility with StarFox. 

(Ed. After a brief call to Galoob, we 
have learned that they are aware of 
the problems experienced with Star¬ 
Fox and the Game Genie. There are 
no current plans to release the extra 
pins needed to complete the con¬ 
nection to the Super NES. In addi¬ 
tion, Galoob is reluctant to release a 
new Super FX Chip compatible 
Game Genie because Nintendo may 
end up changing the pin configura¬ 
tion of the FX Chip.) 

MORE COMIC TITLES 
I’m a big-time comic book fan and 

I'm glad to see that many companies 
are starting to make video games 
based on these characters. Sega 
made a cool version of the X-Men 
but what about my other favorite, 
RoboCop vs. Terminator? This could 
be a great game because the story 
was so cool and the action was blis¬ 
tering. How about it, EGM, any word 
on this game or any others? 

Ken Davison 
Jacksonville, FL 

RoboCop vs. Terminator is the latest 
comic book to video game translation. 

(Ed. You're in luck, Ken! Virgin has 
announced that they will release 
RoboCop vs. Terminator on the 
Super NES. It's a side-scrolling 
action game starring RoboCop and 
the Terminator and will feature some 
really cool special effects!) 

LAST MINUTE UPDATE! 
Here are some pix or intemmeaia 

Sports’ 3DO titles to be called 
IntelliPlay Football and Baseball. It 
features famous coaches and 
offers tips on how to play football 
and baseball like a champ. 
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what high price but an extreme/j 
price for arcade-quality games. 
However, an SNK spokesperson in 
Japan stated, To put it shortly, the 
conditions changed. Other manufac¬ 
turers such as Nintendo and Pana¬ 
sonic are coming out with their own 
CD-ROM machines, so we decided 
we would like to see these units first. 
We are still continuing the develop¬ 
ment of our CD-ROM player so our 
postponement shouldn’t be long.” 

SF2 FOR CD-ROM? 

I remember reading an article in 
the April 1993 EGM Express that 
stated Fighting Street 2 would be 
released in a cartridge and CD 
combo. Since I don’t own a CD play¬ 
er for my TurboGrafx-16, will I be 
able to just play the cartridge part of 
the game without any music or is 
there the possibility of an option to 
hear some kind of cartridge music? 
Since I can’t afford to purchase the 
CD player, please tell me what the 
story is! 

Brian Jensik 
Spokane, WA 

(Ed. Well Brian, Check out our four- 
page blowout on the PC Engine SF2 
starting on page 124.) 

wnia hhppmph §m 
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STEVEN SEAGAL / TECMAGIH 

FOR SUPER NES 
It seems that martial arts power-house Steven 
Seagal has his very own action-packed game! 
Look forward to a lot of thugs to beat up along 
with bone-crunching fury. More on this one, as 
soon as the news comes out. 

STRIKER / CORE DESIGN 
FOR SUPER NES Si GENESIS 

Two versions of this fine soccer cart are com¬ 
ing to the Genesis and Super NES. Pass, drib¬ 
ble, and shoot for the goal. This game is fast- 
paced and action-packed. Perfect for all you 
armchair athletes out there. 

STRIDER Z / U.S. GOLD 
FOR GENESIS 

The forces of evil are at it again. Cipher sword 
in hand, Hiryu fights his way into the midst of 
the raging enemies. Battle a variety of strange 
foes in this terrific sequel to the original 
Strider game. One you must see. 

ASJERIK / INFOGRAMS 
FOR SUPER NES Si GAMEBOY 

Based on a popular European comic book, 
Asterix takes players on a comical quest that 
involves Romans and Vikings. This quest is 
reminiscent of the Mario games, and fans of 
those types of games will like it. 

SCRABBLE / SUPERVISION I 
FOR GENESIS St SUPER NES I 

A futuristic variation of the classic board | 
game is going to reach both the Super NES . 
and the Genesis. Play against some friends or I 
the computer for some good old fun. Scrabble I 
has never been done this way before! 

DESERT STRIKE / DOMARK 
FOR GAME GEAR 

Desert Strike has become portable thanks to 
the people at Domark. Fly into the warzone 
over Iraq, and bomb enemy outposts and 
SCUD missiles. Plenty of missions for those 
on the go. Really good. 

JAMES BOHD-THE DUEL / DOMARK I 
FOR GAME GEAR 

Now players can experience all the thrills and [ 
spills of James Bond anytime and anywhere . 
they wish! James Bond-The Duel features a I 
broad scope of missions for the world’s j 
greatest secret agent. 

Dr. Franken did well as a GameBoy cart, and so || 
another game in the series is underway. Expect 
to see better graphics and play control. Dr. Franken 2 has you 
fighting all sorts of bizarre creatures. Yet another GameBoy cart 
that should please all you action game fans. 

OVERSEAS EXCITEMENT 
m Another Soccer game to take note of, Super 

Kick Off contains a variety of play options to 
make each game different. You get to control various aspects of 
your team, and get the feeling of really being on the field. With 
above average graphics, this cart seems pretty cool. Not 
announced for U.S. market. 

SUPER PUTTY / SYSTEM 3 
FOR SUPER NES 

Super Putty is a cute little game along the lines 
of Smart Ball or Claymates. This game, while 

looking like a kid’s game, is in fact a game that contains plenty 
of technique and good graphics. With a little luck, maybe 
Super Putty will grace these shores. 

To stay up to date with all the latest news, the EGM editors flew 
out to England to join Rik, our foreign correspondent, who was 
covering the ECTS Show. This definitely was the place to be if 
you wanted to see all the hot carts from Europe. There were 
plenty of good games, and of particular importance was James 
Pond 3. This radical sequel has a quest that is larger than that in 
Mario 4, and ol' James really cooks when he gets moving! He, in 
fact, when onboard his 
rocket, is faster than 
Sonic! The game is com¬ 
ing from Millennium and 
is being done for the Gen¬ 
esis, Super NES, Sega CD 
and Super NES CD! 
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Take a Drive Off the Deep 
r—' ""xL n—' Avenger! 



WELCOM 
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E HOME 
DIS. Leading the CD revolution. 
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Salvation 
for 

THOSE WHO 
PRAISE 

The Eord. 

LORDS OF THUNDER FREE VIDEO GIVEAWAY. 

Name Age Sex 

Street Apt.# 

City State Zip. 

Limited time offer while supplies last. Please allow approximately 2-3 weeks for delivery. 



over the entire planet. You are in 
icontrol of one of the most heinous 
Iforces to be reckoned with: a tech¬ 
nologically advanced tank. The 
iweapons include a three-way shot, 
homing missiles and lightning bolt 
'beams. It will be total war when you 
iface the enormous bosses. Armoredj 
assault once againl 

Swing batter, batter swing! Ten- 
gen’s new R.B.I. Baseball ‘93 is only 
for true baseball fans. 

R.B.I. gives you so many options. 
iChoose from 4 different game types: 
Play Ball, Defense Practice, Game 
'Breakers, and Home Run Derby. 
Select the series type and music. 
The players are from the National 
League, the American League, the 
All-Stars, and real players from dif¬ 
ferent years. “Take me out to the... 

Sega has reached Super Comput¬ 
er heaven with Cyborg Justice. 

Shipwrecked, you awake on an 
[alien planet. Cyborgs surround you 
[and turn you into a cyborg too, only 
iyou have retained your memory. 
Justice must be served. Compose 
lyour body of ‘borg parts, including a 
[saw hand, insect body, and jogging 
jlegs. When fighting an opponent, rip 
off one of their limbs and you can 
[attach it to yourself. Cyberiffic! 
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We ripped-off a 
perfectly good idea. 

TRUE ARCADE ACTION. You’ll find that the only thing missing from our new Super Advantage is the coin 
slot Okay, so we added an extra long cord. And our joystick is easier to carty than an arcade machine, not to 
mention a few thousand bucks cheaper (that means under $50, suggested retail price). Bottom line is, this is 
about as close as you can get without grabbing a crowbar and—well, you get the picture. 

The layout’s familiar, and the construction’s tough enough to handle the most intense street fight or the 
ultimate battle for the universe. We’ve also added a few features you won’t find in the arcades - 
state of the art effects designed specifically for today’s most radical games. No wonder we call it the... 

SUPER AMMAN 
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Biggest-Ailing baseball series in J 
video-game" history 

Improved and upgraded gameplay 
features, including Home Run 
Derby, Fielding Practice and Individual 
Player Perfbrmahce Stats 

Fuil player rosters for all 28 professional 
teafrrs^-including new Colorado and Florida 
franchises 

iurns for all 2$ R6a), Killy detailed Hpme sttfdii 
teams " 

DEMESIS mm 
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QUARTERMANN’S 

Q-LETTER 
FOR ECU SUBSCRIBERS ONLY! 





An Ancient tower. 
A Hostile land. 

A Deadly secret. 

Exclusively for the 
Turbo SuperCD system! 
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TWO POWERFUL BROTHERS 
TWO DEADLY ARMIES, 

ONE SURVIVOR. 

A GAMING EXPERIENCE ONLY POSSIBLE ON CD. 
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to buy Tyrants- 

se why should I waste my time arming my men with eve from bows and arrows to nuclear missiles and flying saucers when a SpltWfld is my weapon of choice? 

Because 1 am a follower not a leader and I don't want to be the most pO W 6lf ul person in the world 

Because I don't like games that offer III Oil fll $ (111(1 IHOllttS Of gMC pkj. 

Because the idea of tlflVellllg thlOUgh tilH6 and conquering nine worlds merely tires me out 

rthavealoin cloth fetish.Really. 

Because I prefer wimpy cartridges that don't have 4 IHCffS Oj digitized SpCCCll 

ause I don't like crossing swords with dcVlOUS, COIUllVlflg OppOllClltS all ready to step on my baby toes. 

Because I prefer blowing $59.99 on a cartridge that's all talk, hype and no HCtlOIl 

nhy of an adventurous resource management garner 
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Babbage's 
America’s Software Headquarters 

The information above is provided 

by Babbage's and is current as of 

April 12,1993. 
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Stone Ap 
Action! 

Space Age 

Adventist! 
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REGISTER YOUR 

iLth'JJj'Jsj 
=:j'JUj'MJ±y 

Let the whole world know what your favorite 
games are and voice your video game vote! 
Call the special EGM Top Tens Hotline and 
register your own awards! Simply call the 
number below, select your favorite games from 
the listing, and power on! Then turn to next 

ONLY $1.00 PER MINUTE!! 

1-900-740-7722 
Don't agree with the Review Crew? Want your opinion to count? Call the EGM Top Ten Hotline and VOTE today! 

’ calling the Hotline, follow the prompts and ei 
1. SNES/CONTRA 3 
2. SNES / AXELAY 
3. SNES/TMNT 4 
4. SNES / STREET FIGHTER 2 
5. SNES/SUPER STAR WARS 
6. SNES/SPACE MEGAFORCE 
7. SNES/OUT OF THIS WORLD 
8. SNES /BATMAN RETURNS 
9. SNES/ZELDA3 

| 10. SNES /FINAL FIGHT 2 
5/ MORTAL KOMBAT 

I 12. SNES/STARFOX 
13. SNES/SUPERTECMO NBA B-BALL 
14. SNES / TINY TOONS ADVENTURES 
15. SNES/BUBSY 

I 16. SNES / CYBERNATOR 

number corresponding to your favorite gamt 
17. GENESIS / SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
18. GENESIS/X-MEN 
19. GENESIS / STREET FIGHTER 2 CE 
20. GENESIS /TAZMANIA 
21. GENESIS / MORTAL KOMBAT 
22. GENESIS /ALIEN 3 
23. GENESIS /FLASHBACK 
24. GENESIS / BULLS VS. BLAZERS 
25. GENESIS /ROAD RASH 2 
26. GENESIS /TERMINATOR 
27. GENESIS / STREETS OF RAGE 2 
28. SEGA CD /CD SONIC 
29. SEGA CD/NIGHT TRAP 

o listen to the latest and greatest gossip! 
33. TURBODUO / GATE OF THUNDER 
34. TURBODUO / STREET FIGTHTER 2 CE 
35. TURBODUO / LORDS OF THUNDER 
36. NEO GEO/WORLD HEROES 
37. NEO GEO/VIEWPOINT 
38. NES / SUPER TECMO BOWL 
39. NES/ TURTLES 3 
40. NES/SUPER MARIO 3 
41. NES/YOSHI 
42. NES /MEGA MAN 5 
43. GAMEBOY / SUPER MARIO LAND 2 
44. GAMEBOY/METROID 2 
45. GAMEBOY /MEGA MAN 2 
46. GAMEBOY /DR. MARIO 
47. LYNX/NFL FOOTBALL 
48. LYNX / SHADOW OF THE BEAST 

Top Ten nominations change each month with all-new favorites! New entries in red. These nominations are good through June 30,19! 
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Game in a Cartridge! 





1 ; k tail-kicking. Axis 
tUfJL annihilating 

battle armor and 

j Eliminator with 
360° firing 

IgF/ range. You’ll 
E / also power a 

^5/ hyper-space 
5 y propulsion pack that 
^launches Cybernator 
hrough seven levels of 
digitized devastation. So 

* if nuts and bolts busting 
x action is your game, 
|, check out Cybernator. 
j The future of 16-bit 

the 21st Centu^’aSrSaSra^^'f' ; 
biggest hero and 
the baddest cyborg 
ever to blast onto your Super NEST 
Standing five stories tall and loaded I 
with stunning graphics and firepower, ] 
this mechanized marine overshadows 
and outguns all other 16-bit metal heads. 
From the Cybemator’s command 

cockpit you’ll 







TURBO SF2 (E COMING TO HIHTEHDO! 
With the ink hardly dry on the press 

releases announcing SF2 CE for the 
Genesis and Duo, Capcom of Japan 
has just confirmed the rumors that they 
will bring out a version of their newest 
arcade hit - Turbo SF2 CE, for the 
Japanese Super Famicom later this 

Sources in Japan close to Capcom 
have informed EGM that this version of 
the game will be either 20 or 24 
Megabit, and that it will be out in Japan 
by September. With such a high meg 
count, it is estimated that the list price 
could be as high as 12000¥ ($100). 

When questioned, officials at Cap¬ 
com USA would only say that 
"... its parent company Capcom Co. 
Ltd., will release SF2 Turbo for the 
Super Famicom in Japan later this 
year. The release of a Super Nintendo 
version in North America is under con¬ 
sideration, but not yet planned.” 

PLAY NES GAMES ON YOUR SUPER NES! 



just Don't Smile When They 
Say You're Grounded... 

Fight off dinosaur invaders 



MEGADRIVE 2, MEGA-CD 2 HIT JAPAN SEGA CHANNEL 
COMINGTOJV!^^ 

Sega, Time Warner Entertainment 
and Telecommunications Inc. (the 
world’s two largest cable companies) 
have just inked a deal to form a joint 
venture to develop and market 'The 
Sega Channel.” This new concept will 
offer Sega Genesis owners access to 
a large library of video games via 
cable television. 

The Sega Channel, to be priced in 
the range of most pay-cable subscrip¬ 
tion services, will be launched in test 
markets this fall. If ail goes well, TSC 
could be available to all U.S. cable 
systems by early 1994! 

Sega states that the subscribers to 
its channel will be able to choose from 
a wide selection of popular games, 
previews, and soon-to-be released 
titles, game play tips, news, contests 
and promotions. They plan to update 
the programming every month. 

To get TSC, subscribers will have to 
purchase a special tuner/decoder car¬ 
tridge which plugs into the Genesis 
and attaches to the TV cable. After 
selecting the item desired, the game is 
downloaded into the cartridge for play 
as long as the Genesis is turned on. 
No prices have been set yet. 

SEGA READIES 4-PLAYER TAP FOR CES INTRO 
proaucts must nave bunt in. 

For the most part, the MD2 and 
CD2 are functionally the same as the 
older versions. Gone, though are the 
earphone jack and volume control on 
the MD2. The differences in the CD 
players are the simpler access LED 
light and the new 'dam-like’ CD 
door. A new 6-button controller is the 
pack-in stick with the MD2. 

Sega is just putting the finishing 
touches on their new four-player 
adapter called the Sega Tap. 
Sources have told EGM that the tap 
will be at CES along with one or two 

prepared in England. The second 
game will probably be Tengen of 
Japan’s Gauntlet. 

The Sega Tap is scheduled to 
come out in Japan this summer and 
cost about 3000¥ ($25). It will be 

The Mega-CD 2 will also work with the 
older Mega Drive with an extender plate. 

Sega’s four-player adapter called the Sega Tap (left pix) will be available this fall along with two 
games - Striker (center pix) and Gauntlet (right pix). The tap is expected to sell for about $25. 
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I Opened the Box and a 
Fight Broke Out. 



surfing with the remote when I get in that mood - you 

1 know - for some Super NES® Action. I reach for 

myK^raifgame, SUPER SLAP SHOT and strip off that weird 

plastic, the kind that always sticks to your fingers when, 

BAM! OUT FUES A PUCK that nails me in the face 

and two of the biggest mashers I've ever seen hauling 

after it. WHOAAAAAAAA! 

Next thing I know, I'm wiping ice out of my eyes, it's really freakin' cold 

and I'm standing in a ref's outfit in the middle of a rink in front of 

thousands of screaming fans. Those same two guys whiz by me and 

^H^slam up against the wall. They start shredding Ip^Pgyg] 

^Kjeach other, the crowd goes off and I'M supposed to |f.M 

^pthend THEM to the penalty box?! YEAH, RIGHT! F J_J Vi 'ifl 

ain,<: havin' it. They come screaming down the ice 

^JUP^e I'm the puck and Check Me so hard, I'm sent flying back into my 

* living room. TRIP OUT! 

I dive for the Super NES® controller under the sofa cushion and now 

I'm In control ol tills game. 

YES! 32 teams to choose from, exhibition or tournament mode, fighting 

and shootout practice, adjustable team skills and aggression, ref's that 

I range from "tough" to "blind," fourteen pages of hot 

ts, ballistic skating and throat-ramming slap shots! 

SUPER SLAP SHOT E 



AMERICAN AMUSEMENT 
MACHINE ASSOCIATION 

SATURDAY NIGHT 
SLAM MASTERS 

i and Mortal Kombat, many people 
feel that nothing new and exciting 
could be offered in this genre. Satur¬ 
day Night Slam Masters will prove 
these folks wrong I 

You get to choose between eight 

re previewed 
lega-cool arcade 
ght Slam Masters 
ough it only appro 

JLL-FEATURED-IN-YOUR 
E-SUPERSTUPENDOUS- 
-BLOWOUT-COVERAGEi: 

kstrsW !U’.‘ 





SPECIAL 4m(K 

fflfflymai 

SPiiMAi, irni'ii 







OTE Co$5 Vikings 
0g the Fierceand Olaf the Stout) 

e0 spaceship, our pillaging frieno 

iaCe and alien lands. With 
, heroes come alive and humor0i 

5 vip-roaring levels and solve th 

jypt, The Great Factory, Wacl(y ^ 
he Lost Vikings "/'ca//,.8o 
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Q&A Time 
Welcome back, y'all, to another 

gab session with the Silicon Saw¬ 
bones. We've got a Game Doc 
Prize Packet winning question to 
lead us off this month (and by the 
way, folks, we're a little behind in 
getting those packets out, so 
please be patient.) If, however, 

since the issue with your winning 
letters appeared, give us a shout 
and we'll take care of it immediate¬ 
ly, okay? 

Q: I was recently flying cross¬ 
country and was asked by a stew¬ 
ardess to actually turn off my 
GameBoy—she said it was inter¬ 
fering with the plane's operation. 
Is this possible, Doc? 

Leon Castlebury 

A: Believe it or not, Leon, it may 
be true. According to a feature 
syndicated by the AP, some 40 
pilots have complained to the FAA 
about onboard electronic gad¬ 
gets—from laptop computers to 

CD players and even humble 
GameBoys—fouling up their 
equipment. At the moment, the 
FAA prohibits only cellular phones I 
and radio devices, but it is study¬ 
ing the possibility of extending that 
ban to include even such seem¬ 
ingly harmless devices as calcula- I 
tors! It seems pilots have recorded I 
instrument readings that were 
wildly inaccurate and attributed the I 
phenomena to electronic devices. 
We'll be following this subject in 
the future, but for now you can 
probably keep playing! 

LETTER •OF* THE • MONTH] 
of this We just heard the resi 

year's Hill Invitational Vi 
Game Tournament. So let's havt 
the host, Mr. Jayson Hill take it 
away and provide the results: 

"Almost all the inquiries I got 
ult of the Tournament 

I being mentioned in this column) 

tors whom I now correspond 
with. We had a fair turnout, 23 
people, but great participation in 
the Space Invaders Tourna¬ 
ment. No prior champ was able 
to make it this year, so we ha 
a new champion, Brent Hubbell!" 

Q: One of the many reasons I 
I love the Game Doctor [editorial 

th. GD\ is that you can i 
I any video game question honestly 
I and accurately. The question I 

I TurboGrafx-16 with the old CD 
■ player, and I know I can play the 
I Super CD games on it with the 
I system card 3.0. The question I 
1 have is: will I be able to use the 
I computer hook-up with the older 
I CD-ROM for the Duo? I hope I I 

l, because I would really hate to I 
re to sell the old CD-ROM so 
:t I can have one on my 

des, what is the technical dif- 
ce anyway? 

David Pavlina 
Westchester, CA 

A: Good news, David! According 
to TTI you can, in fact, use your 

1 older model CD-ROM drive with 
I your computer. As for the differ- 

ss between the two systems, 
| the primary advantage of the new 
| CD-ROM drive is its enhanced 

ss speed. I believe there is 
I also more buffer space in the new 

' n. Buffer space is important 
I since in most CD-based video 
I games, the program is not running 
I directly off the CD—instead, the 
I game, or sections of it, as in multi- 
| level contests, are loaded into a 
I buffer area, from which they can 

be accessed with the speed of a 
I ROM cartridge. 
" Feeling better? Good, that's what 

! And that about wraps us up for 
I this issue. Remember to send 
I those questions, comments and 
I corrections to: The Game Doctor 
I (EGM), 330 S Decatur, Ste. 152, 
1 Las Vegas, NV 89107. Alol 
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INTERNATIONAL 
=NEW5 = 



Freakin' 
Awesome 

With so much firepower at your fingertips, you're 
expected to win, right? Wrong! Even with super 
beam, smart bombs and power line super weapons at 
your disposal, your enemies will see that you face the 
ultimate in terror! 
Super Turricari" is one of the finest Action/Adventure 
games you'll ever see, feel, play or hear! That's right, 
near! With full-feature Dolby Surround Sound"", iflfie 
incredible graphics don't toast you, the sound alone is 
enough to turn your brain into a crispy critter. 

Try and survive 13 levels of the most unusual worlds 
ever seen. Over 1000 screens. High-tech weaponry. 
Brilliant special effects, 3-D graphics and exhilarating 
gameplay! 
A warning to the cocky player who thinks he's seen it 
all: here you better expect the unexpected! 

For your Super NES ^~_la - _ 
&NES systems ^»SEIKA 



SEGA OF JAPAN 



(§3500.00 in value) ( 

1 Bodyboarding I Hang Gliding I Skateboarding [ 

I = 1 
Jet Surfing 

Entry 
Deadline 
6/30/93 

In Each Event: 
2nd Prize (1 winner) 
3rd Prize (1 winner) 
4th Prize (2 winners) 
5th Prize (30 winners) 

Camcorder, ($1000.00 each in value) 
Video Laser Disc, ($ 600.00 each in value) 

Compact Disc Player, ($250.00 each in value) 
Boy London Watch, ($50.00 each in value) 

^Mthiwgc od of a player are you anywdy? You may think you're great, but can you win the title of “Most 
Excellent Dijde" or “Dudette?/ Here's your chanrSBo achieve greatness in five wayout events, plus win some ultr 

•I prizes ■ 3 boot. Sfcbuy California Games II for your Super Nintendo, start practicing, and match your skills 
'' the world! See scoreboard, above, for entry deadline dates. Watch the scoreboard for future details in 

id Game Pro magazines. 



SOFT VISION OF JAPAN 
INTERNATIONAL 
=NEWS = 
ISLAND ECSTASY 

What would you say if you 
heard there was an island made 
just for amusement and nothing 
else? Well, on May 8, a new 
amusement park will open on a 
man-made island in Yokohama, 
Japan. Sega will be there with 
Carnival House, a 32,000 sq. ft. 
covered dome with a thirty-foot 
ceiling. Besides the usual com¬ 
plement of carnival rides, you 
can bet on Sega's newest 
amusement machines including 
the AS-1 simulator being there. 
Unfortunately, as Carnival 
House is intended for families, 
video games probably won’t be 
installed there. Even then, 
Japanese players are licking 
their chops at the mere thought 
of their first crack at the debut of 
the eight player Virtua Formula 
polygon racer, which could pos¬ 
sibly make its appearance there. 
Who knows, maybe video 
games will make their way into 
Carnival House yet. And if they 



Demonic powers. ^ 
Medieval torture chambers. 

Black m&ttC. 
Where do I sign up? 



DATA EAST OF JAPAN 

INTERNATIONAL 
=NEW5 = 
RCHIEVEMENTS... 

As expected, Nintendo and 
their licensees swept the Games 
categories of the top annual 
Japanese Software Competition 
conducted by the Yomiiuri News¬ 
papers, (Japan’s largest national 
newspaper). Capcom’s Street 
Fighter 2 beat up on stiff compe¬ 
tition to seize honors as the top 
game for '92. The other four 
nominees were Final Fantasy V 
(Square, SFC), Dragon Warrior 
V (Enix, SFC), Super Mario Kart, 
and Derby Stallion National Edi¬ 
tion (ASCII FC). Yomiuri News¬ 
papers also conferred its special 
awards to Imagineer's SFC Sim 
Earth and Mario Paint. From a 
readers poll, the Famitsu Weekly 
magazine crowned Dragon 
Warrior V as the best game of 
the year. To top it all off, Ninten¬ 
do’s Shigeru Miyamoto of Zelda 
and Mario fame, scored another 
multi-million seller with Super 
Mario Kart. It seems like a dead 
certainty that he will keep his 
chain of platinum hits unblem¬ 
ished with StarFox this year. 

Dragon Warrior V received accolades 





SEGA OF JAPAN 
INTERNATIONAL 

| =NEWS = 
WHAT'S IT MEHN? 

I Surprisingly, not many people 
I know the meaning behind the 
I name Nintendo, or the other 1 
I companies much less. (Not even 
I our Ed knewl) Nintendo comes 

from an old Japanese saying 
I that loosely translates to “ Do the 

best of your abilities and let the | 
I heavens determine the out- 
I come.” (Sorry it loses a lot in the 
I translation.) However, the three 
I Kanji symbol characters com- | 
I posing Nintendo can also be 
I directly translated as 'The 
I house-where-you-leave-it-up-to- 
I the-heavens.”- in other words, a 
I casino. In that sense, it’s a name 
I perfectly suited to a company 
j that was and still is the top man- j 
| ufacturer of traditional and west- 
I ern style playing cai 
I (That’s why most people over 40 
I in Japan tend to think of Ninten- 
I do as a playing cards brand, not 
I that they’re wrong.) 
I Out of interest, for those of you j 
I wondering where Sega gets its 
I name, we’ve got the answer. 

le reflecting 
I its arcade roots: SErvice and 

GAmes, using the first two let¬ 
ters of those two words. Once 
you know, it seems kind of sim¬ 
ple now, doesn't it? TTI’s 
ership NEC stands for Nippon 
Electric Company. So there you 
have it, the mysteries of the Ori- 

AFTER ARMAGEDDON 
MEGA CD | 

A terrifying quest is erupting 
I onto the Mega CD. This dark 

journey is set after an apoca¬ 
lypse, where the majority of life 
on Earth has been enslaved by 

| hideous creatures. You are a 
15-year-old slave who 
a mystical book that let 

I sters join your side. The only 
way to power them up is to havfl 
them eat people! Journey down 
the dark side with After 
Armageddon. It’s a load of thrills! 



“...THE FASTEST PRODUCTION 

CAR IN THE WORLD...” 
-The Guinness book of records 1993 



LET'S R 

In the ring... out of the ring...OUT-OF-CONTROL! Take on 12 of the best Superstars of the World 
Wrestling Federation® as you atomic-drop, headbutt, piledrive and dropkick your way through the most 
grueling test of wrestling skills ever devised!! 

* "NO-HOLDS-BARRED BRAWL" WITH NO REF.. 
AND NO RULES!! 

* MORE SUPERSTARS THAN EVER BEFORE - 
EACH WITH HIS OWN TRADEMARK MOVE!! 

★ "DIRTY TRICK" CHOKE-HOLDS, EYE-GOUGES AND 
BACK-BREAKING CHAIR-SLAMS!! 

* TOURNAMENT MANIA: WIN THE CHAMPION¬ 
SHIP BELT! 

YOU MAY BE READY TO WRESTLE... BUT ARE YOU READY TO RUMBLE?!! 





r NINTENDO STARFOX tRi 
SUPER NES OUT OF THIS DIMENSION 

An awesome secret area 

StarFox! It will give you a 
secret ending to the game. 
To access this hidden 
area, go to the Level 3 dif¬ 
ficulty setting and play 
through the first stage. On 
the second stage (Asteroid 

Belt), after going through 
various obstacles, you will 
come across two huge 
asteroids. The one on the 
left you cannot destroy, 
but the one on the right 
side, you can! Pummel this 
giant asteroid with your 

it blows up. An egg will 

pop out and fly off into the 
distance, eventually form¬ 
ing into a giant bird! When 

into it with your ship (aim 
toward the head). If you 
succeed in doing this, you 
will be brought into a 
whole new place on the 
map called, “Out Of This 
Dimension." Once you are 
in this stage, you will be 
freaked out by all of the 
strange warping effects! 

You will have to fight 
sheets of paper that turn 
into many different 
shapes, and furthermore, 
the boss is a slot machine! 
Shoot the arm of the slot 
machine for different 
results. Win coins and col- 

shield. If you should get 
the boss’s face in one of 
the slots, beware! Get ail 
7s and you will get to 

Pummel the large asteroid on 
your right until it blows up. 

A giant bird will appear. As it 
comes closer, fly into it. 

You will now be able to get 
“Out of this Dimension.” 

Get all 7s in the slot machine 
for a special shooting ending! 

GENESIS LEVEL PASSWORDS AND EN 

Level 4 - Earth Stage 1 
QUICKY 

Level 5 - Earth Stage 2 
BIJOU 

Level 6 - Alien Planet 1 

passwords for Flashback 
on the normal level. At the 
title screen, highlight the 
Password option. Press 
START to go into it. Enter 
the following passwords to 



Super Conflict is war enough for anybody whether you’re "a video gamer, a board game fan, or a 
soldier. You call the shots for your ground, naval, and air forces in a Middle East theater of operations that 
can get very intense. Whether you deploy your infantry against the enemy’s best commandos, scramble an 
F-15C fighter against a Mig-29 Fulcrum, or guide your sub’s torpedoes against an approaching cruiser, 
Super Conflict delivers not only realistic military challenge, but also explosive action sequences. 

Super Conflict is all the war you’ll ever want. 





FUN ON THE GO! 
MiTthe only w°aygto do that 



Roll over Darwin, THE HUMANS™ have finally 
evolved. The best-selling PC game is now the 
coolest game available for the Sega™ Genesis.11 
Love, death, food, setting things on fire, all the 
things that make video games great are here. 

Discover stuff like The Spear, Fire, The Wheel, 
Rope, and Gravity. You'll need all the tools you 
can get to survive. It's a frantic race against time, 
with dinosaurs, logic, and the laws of physics 
standing between you and the next rung on 



Each box of HUMANS includes: 

♦ Over eishty insomnia- 
inducins unique levels 

♦ Hundreds of HUMANs, hand 
rendered to scale size with 
painstaking realism 

♦ A generous helping of nasty 
pitfalls and horrible beasties 

♦ Funky tribal bongo music 

The Hippest. 
the evolutionary ladder. Score points and sur¬ 
vive levels by trying to keep as many of your 
tribesmen intact as HUMAN-ly possible. Screw 
up, and you’re nothing but a time line footnote. 
As the brilliant Charles Darwin once said, “you 

snooze,... you lose.” So get your copy of THE 
HUMANS before they’re extinct at your store. 

Keep The 
Tribe Alive* GAMETEK 





This Gal Gets Around! 

From Renovation/Wolf Team 

This Gal's been all over, from 70,000,000 B.C. to 4,000 AD! She’s traveling the world searching through time for 
the devious Luda. Help her stop Luda before the world is destroyed. Jump onto your time machine as you travel 

through 16 exciting eras from the past, present and future. Leap from plane to plane in a WWII dog fight, sail a 
Spanish Galleon on the high seas, battle robots in a space station and escape from hungry dinosaurs. 

Can you and Time Gal brave the challenges and catch Luda before time runs out? 

Here's one date you won't forget! 



During the title scree 
I press and hold LEFT, 
I SELECT, the top 

■' id START. Keep 

io. The 
I game will begin, and you 
I will see that you do not 
I have just 2 lives to start 

vith, but the number 
I has changed to 75! This 

/ill help in 

After losing, the continue 
screen will come up with 
your number of credits 

hand corner. Hold UP on 
the control pad and press 
A, B and C simultaneous¬ 

time again. Your 
credits go up by 1 every 
time you do this method. 

Al Campos 
Monomouth Junction, NJ 

1 NINTENDO STARFOX H 
SUPER NES GET AN EARLY TWIN BLASTE^ ' 

I Now you can get a free help greatly in the game! : 
Twin Blaster early in the Plus, in the 2nd and 3rd 
game by just following one levels of difficulty on Cor- 

1 first level of difficulty in go through every arch, and when you start on Corneria, 
■ Corneria, look for Slippy behind the opening and you can get the twin blaster. 

9 He will tell you to look at Twin Blaster. Maneuvering HR| 
Pf him. Follow him through to pick up this power-up [■•'. * 
H the arches, and keep takes timing. This will work 1 Bit | 

going through every arch every time you begin on 
until you see a Twin the first stage (Corneria - 1 
Blaster power-up in the The Base) on any difficulty 

| last large arch. This will level. j 

Just go through all the arches. 
It will be at the last arch. 

■Ml 



A BRAWL WITH SUPER 
NES GRAPHICS! r 
THE ACTION Put up your dukes for |;1 , 
WILL KNOCK knock-down, drag-out F** . iCraP- ' 
YOU OUT! action with Street Combat. jF.; 
Eight great characters leap, kick and I 
grapple on skyscraper beams, in the jungle, gritty 
back alleys, a wrestling ring, the top of a truck, 
and more. Punch up two-player simultaneous play. 
Super NES sound and graphics will boggle your L, 
mind. Get your fists on Street Combat today! j rem 

IREM AMERICA CORP 





JOIN EGM AND UBI SOFT FOR 
A SEASON OF HOT TENNIS! 

Now that the tennis season is in full swing we want you to enjoy it! Win 
tickets to see Connors in action or tennis prizes worth thousands! Either 
way it will be a season of tennis you won’t want to miss! 
YOU MAY WIN ONE OF THE PRIZES BELOW: 

~awor[5~~ [TOWS to WORLD 
TEANNENNISanH 

Enter the UBI Soft/EGM Sensational Tennis Blowout Sweepstakes 
and win prizes worth more than $10,000! 



NEO«GEO | FIGHTING | CARTRIDGE 



rkMinC D DITC I PO Box 234, Rochester, VT 05767 
V/MlrO (X Ol I O IIIC Fax 802-767-3382 
BUY 4 IN STOCK GENESIS OR SNES GAMES GET 1 FREE* 802-767-3033 



RENOVATION HUDSON SOFT 

SUPER POWER LEAGUE 
SUPER NES | SPORTS | CARTRIDGE- 

The game Super Power League 
is finally reaching American 
shores! This game of Baseball by 
Hudson Soft features above aver¬ 
age graphics, a wide variety of 
play options, and almost full con¬ 
trol of the team. 

The backgrounds recreate the 
feeling of being there, and the 
players are drawn well. Another 
neat aspect is that you get to see 
the game from several different 
vantage points. 

Super Power League uses the 
capabilities of the Super NES to 
their best ability. Mode 7 scaling 
is put to good use here. This is an 
above average baseball cart, and 
fans of the sport will like its 
realism. All in all, a good attempt 
to create a fresh, new game. 

ANNET AGAIN 
SEGA CD | ACTION | CP^ROM~ 

Join Annet of Elviento fame as 
she once again goes through 
level after level of intense graphic 
fury! Through the Sega CD’s 
extensive amount of memory, 
Annet Again features several lev¬ 
els of fighting that have Annet in 
another time zone, struggling to 
save herself from the clutches of 
a new, and much deadlier enemy. 

Annet Again contains a fast- 
paced soundtrack, smooth anima¬ 
tion, and cinemas that almost 
seem to be a cartoon. The boss¬ 
es of each level often take up a 
good size of the screen, and 
should provide a tough challenge 
to even the most experienced 
video game player. For people 
who have waited for a sequel to 
Elviento, this is a dream come 
true. Time to celebrate! 

SEGA 

CITIZEN A 
SEGA CD | ADVENTURE | CD-ROM 

The full-motion thrills of the 
Sega CD hit an all-new high with 
Citizen X, an interactive movie 
that sets new standards for this 
type of game. 

Citizen X is about a sinister plot 
to cover the Earth with deadly 
toxic waste. As a secret agent, it 
is up to you to unravel this 
hideous plot before it’s too late. 
The terrible horrors ahead of you 
range from deranged killer clowns 
to maniac techno-punks. You 
interact with these bizarre charac¬ 
ters by pressing one of the three 
controller buttons. You have 
many options, depending on the 
situation. 

Citizen X is the latest and great¬ 
est video game, and truly shows 
off the power of the Sega CD 
systems. Wow! 
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I ACTION | 

KONAMI 

ZOMBIES ATE MY NEIGHBOR 
SUPER WES | ACTION [ CARTRIDGE 

Konami has picked up the rights 
to this fine game. Once entitled 
Monsters, it is being renamed 
with the catchy title: Zombies Ate 
My Neighbor. 

This cart is loaded to the top 
with action and game play similar 
to Smash TV. You fight against 
bizarre creatures that range from 
psycho toys to crazed clowns on 
a rampage. This seemingly light¬ 
hearted game is in fact quite 

As for looks, this game’s pic¬ 
tures speak for themselves. The 
game is top-notch in almost every 
way. The main bosses of this 
game are a sight to see, and 
most players will feel as if they've 
entered their worst nightmare. 
Hopefully Konami will release this 

Swarms of very unusual monsters 
will attack your character. 

With an enemy like this, it's no doubt 
you’ll need a lot of friendsl 

SNK 

NEO»GEO | FIGHTING | CARTRIDGE" 

Hard-hitting wrestling action 
reaches an all-new high with the 
latest game for the Neo*Geo. Fire 
Suplex is a bold attempt to create 
the ultimate wrestling game. With 
pristine graphics and smooth ani¬ 
mation, this 100+ Meg cart brings 
wrestling alive. Not to be outdone 
by other fighting games, this one 
contains enough special moves to 

The game takes place in a vari¬ 
ety of rings, each with its own 
hazards. The battles also take 
place in other locations, too, like a 
parking garage. Pick up the occa¬ 
sional weapons lying on the 
ground to really inflict damage on 
someone! Really large fighters 
like the impressive Red Dragon 
and G. Bigbomb help make this 
one of the best fighting carts. 



THIS FALL 

(Nintendo') 



Anu»^>W^ ACCLAIM 

GP-1 T-2: JUDGEMENT DAY 
SUPER NES | DRIVING | CARTRIDGE | SUPER NES | ACTION | CARTRIDGE | - 

Have you ever wanted to race 
really fast on a motorcycle, but 
couldn’t afford to buy one? Well, 
now you can on your Super NES! 
The graphics are top-notch, and 
really give the sensation of 
speeding across the pavement. 

For extra excitement, you can 
challenge a friend to a race. Both 
players can go head-to-head via 
a split screen. GP-1 contains 
many different courses for all 
racing enthusiasts, and will chal¬ 
lenge players for a long time. 

In making GP-1, Atlus has tried 
to create a realistic, yet playable 
simulation of motorcycling. As 
was said before, the graphics are 
drawn well, and the scenes are 
intertwined with digitized cine¬ 
mas. Overall a good racer. 

Relive the excitement of the hit 
movie Terminator 2. Assume the 
role of the Terminator sent back 
in time to protect John Connor. 
The game is filled with action, in 
sequences taken from the movie. 
Battle the T-1000 as it tries to 
murder the savior of mankind’s 
future: young John. 

T-2: Judgement Day is relent¬ 
less when it comes to shooting 
action. You will acquire a variety 
of guns to help you take on your 
adversary, but are they enough? 

Acclaim is trying to make this 
game as close to the movie as it 
can get, and it seems like they 
are doing a good job. Awesome 
cinemas propel the plot, and the 
action is just like the film. The 
Terminator is back, and this time 

Blast him or John will die! 

The T-1000 is stalking John Connor H 
and it is up to you to protect him! 1 

Ill SEK'>t- 

ir. 

i PREVIEwf 

a. _ -.^ - 1 SEGA CD |SH00TER CD-ROM 1 SEGA CD |SH00TER| CD-ROM I 
To get a good placement, you must 
do well on the preliminary tracks. ■ Star Wars fans take note: a new 

H game for the Sega CD puts play- 
|H ers into the role of a Rebel pilot. 
■ Using the scaling effect built into 
■ the Sega CD, it seems as if you 
H are really flying an X-Wing fighter 

deep behind enemy lines. Will the 
Rebels be able to stop the dread- 

■ ed Empire? Or will the Imperials 
H crush the Rebellion once and for 
| all? You decide! 

Lethal Enforcers took the 
arcade world by storm and now it 
is coming to the Sega CD. Similar 
to the Shoot/Don't Shoot training H 
systems used by police, this : 
game lets you assume the role of 
one of the men in blue. Lethal 1 
Enforcers simulates a number of 
dangerous zones, and you need 
quick reflexes along with good 
judgement to survive! Two rough riders can compete > agamsl 

each other in the two-player mode. 

* 

“”U 

a* 

1 ■. 

o - on arm ■ Imperial Tie-Fighters will attack 1 1 Dodge the bullets or meet an untimely 
1 Race alone and refine your skills 1 1 relentlessly until you kill them. 1 1 fate from the ruthless gangs. 1 

as a motorcyclist! ! 
1___L ]___r 



THE FUTURE IS IN YOUR HANDS AS A LONE WARRIOR IN THE ULTIMATE METAL-WRENCHING BATTLE AGAINST 
THE MIMETIC POLYALLOY T-1000 TERMINATOR. 

EXPERIENCE 3 TIMES THE TERROR BLASTING DEADLY FACE-HUGGERS, ACID-SPITTING ALIENS AND THE EGG- 
■AYING QUEEN WITH YOUR FLAME THROWER. GET READY FOR HEART POUNDING ACTION, EXPLOSIVE FIREPOWER 
\ND AWESOME GRAPHICS AND GAME PLAY! 

THEY'RE BIG, THEY'RE BAD AND THEY'RE BACK ON SUPER NES™! 





jTS LIKE CHINESE FOOD... 

AS SOON AS YOU FINISH, YOU'RE HUNGRY 

FOR MORE. 

AdiYisioH 

is the spice of life, Shanghai II is 
hot stuff indeed. For it not only gives you 13 tile 
layouts to try, but you can select from 11 tile designs 

lenge the computer or an oppo- 

where one tries to make the 
Dragon come to life while the 

Help yourself to Shanghai II: Dragons Eye. But 
beware. Once you start, you’ll never 



EDUC. 1 CARTRIDGE SUPER NES | STRflT. | CARTRIDGE 

KICK 'N RUSH SOCCER 
EENESIS 1 ACTION | CARTRIDGE GAME GEAR 
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Caught any REALLY BIG FISH lately? 
Now you can relive the excitement with Super Black Bass for your 

Super NES®. It’s a dream come true! Professional bass fishing where 

you battle for the World Title! Catch a record lunker that’ll make you 

I jump right out of your chair! 

] Realistic weather changes, sound I 

effects and fish movements REEL \ 

you into the action. Best of all, 

there’s room in the boat for you ... 

I and the whole family! 

IHOTf 
© & ™ 1992 HOT.B USA Inc. 
1255 Post Street, Ste. 1040 
San Francisco, CA 94109 

Check your Nintendo Retailer or contact HOT.B (415) 567-9501 to order. Check, MO, Visa, MC. 



BOLDLY GOING WHERE NO 
MAGAZINE HAS GONE BEFORE... 

ALL NEW! 
ALL COLOR! 

ALL OUT! 
Take a step into the incredible 

of HERO, the new magazine 
comics and comic book 

from the publisher 
of EGM! Each big issue of HERO 
is loaded cover to cover with 
exclusive info on the latest 
developments in comic books - 
including special interviews 
with the hottest artists, 
reviews of new titles, and a 
price guide to track the value 
of your collection in a format 
unlike anything you’ve ever 
seen before! 

Printed in four-color 
throughout, HERO is 
packed with insider news 
and exclusive art, as well 
as exclusive previews 
and price lists for new 
non-sport trading cards 

and collectible action 
figures! Throw in 
incredible info on 
new movies, 
animation, video 

games and more, 
and you get an idea of 

what HERO is all about! 



■THE GREATEST NEW VIDEO GAMES! 

THE HOTTEST NEW GUIDE TO COMICS IS 
MUCH MORE THAN JUST A MAGAZINE... 



Dark Force and Mothi 
attempted to control / 



townspeople 

$ SAS HAJHEN HAN FUARU 1 
LEILA ^3 RUDY 



'jpKiff a 
LET THE FIGHTS BEGIN! 

trend and Mortal Kombat is here to 
take a piece of the pie. After the 
unchallenged success of “othei" 
fighting games, it seemed that 
nothing would break its ironclad 

jtBif backgrounds are vi 
great sounds, voice 

& and you already ha 
[fir of an arcade giant. 

trailer, the special er 
rounds, and maybe 

game appeared with digitiz 
graphics so clear and sour 

home market come? ( 
grammers know for si 

The name Mortal Kombat f 
since been a favorite in garni 
rooms. What has drawn the i 
tion away from the hottest gs 
all time? One quick glance w 
show you how far digitization 
come. The characters and 

BUTTLE PLAN 





THE MORTAL KOMBAT TRAINING GROUNDS 



KANO 





opponent i 



For 500 years this behemoth has been 
hailed as the grand champion. One look GORO: THE REIGNING CHAMPION 
at this huge muiti-armed creature and 
you’ll know the reason why. His arsenal 
of moves is limited but his attacks do 
incredible damage. He is also fast for his 
size and relentlessly 
keeps charging at you. 
Your only chance is , 
to use your special / 

FIREBALL CHEST POUND 

YOUR HOST FOR THE TOURNAMENT - SHANG TSUNG 

YOUR FINAL AND 
GREATEST CHALLENGE 
Early on, the tournament was filled with 

honor, until Shang Tsung became grand 
master. Under a curse he stole the souls 
of his victims. Eventually he was defeat¬ 
ed and enlisted the help of pupil Goro. 
Now he is once again in control and is 
corrupting the fights. 

He has the ability to transform into any 
character as shown to the right. He also 
has powerful magic fireballs that shoot 
out in multiples. If this wasn’t bad 
enough, he can float across the ground 
at incredible speeds and is very hard to 
catch. He is the last and toughest of the 

Electronic Gaming Monthly 



IS GORE NECESSARY? 
What are your feelings about 

having the blood, violence and 
fatality moves from the arcade 
game in the home video game 
versions of Mortal Kombat? 

Let Acclaim know. It’s impor¬ 
tant! Write to them at: 
Mortal Kombat Violence 
Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. 
71 Audrey Avenue 
Oyster Bay, NY 11771 

THE “GORE-O” PIT 



EGM AND ACCLAIM TEAM UP TO BRING YOU 

A CHANCE TO WIN A MORTAL KOMBAT GAME! 

CONTEST PRIZES! 

HOW TO ENTER: 

Complete the entry form below and m 
Mortal Kombat Contest (EGM) 
1920 Highland Avenue, Suite 222 
Lombard, IL 60148 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
CONTEST ENTRY FORM • Mortal Kombat Game for Super NES or Genesis 

4 SECOND PRIZES: 
■ Mortal Kombat Game for GameBoy or Game Gear 
10 THIRD PRIZES: 
• 1-year subscription to EGM 
25 FOURTH PRIZES: 
-EGM In Your Face T-Shirt 



S-NES PREVIEWS • STRATEGIES • MAPS • TRICKS 
FUTURE PLAY • SUPER FILES • ULTRA PLAY • HI-TECH 

SUPER 
BUYER'S 

GIVE ME THE SUPER NES BUYER'S GUIDE! 
Please start my subscription to the Super NES Buyer's Guide, so I 

can be up to date on the latest games and 16-Bit tips! 

PAYMENT ENCLOSED- BILL ME_ 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS:_VISA_MC 
CARD NO_EXP. DATE_ 

Please include $19.95 for your subscription and mail to: 
Super NES Buyer's Guide, P.0. Box 7548, Red Oak, IA 51591-0548 

For faster service call toll-free: 1 -800-444-2884 

EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED FOR 

SUPER NES PLAYERS!!! 
Now there is a magazine made exclusively for owners of the 

hottest, most powerful Nintendo video game system ever made, 
the Super NES! Here is a magazine with all of the latest 
information, unbiased multi-person game reviews and 
spectacular maps and tips, so incredible that only the edi¬ 
tors of Electronic Gaming Monthly could put it all together! 
Turn to the Super NES Buyer's Guide for the first and best 
info on the S-NES and its games! In each bi-monthly issue, 
you will find pages and pages packed 
with the most detailed full-color cover¬ 
age on everything for your favorite 16- 
Bit machine! With an exclusive focus 
on the best and worst the Super NES 
has to offer, this Buyer's Guide is the 
one magazine you can trust to get the 
most out of your Super NES System! 

INCREDIBLE INTRODUCTORY OFFER!! DON'T MISS OUT ON.. 
* Detailed reviews of the latest games by three tell-it-like-it-is reviewers! 
* Exclusive previews of new games from both America and Japan! 
* Tips, tricks and strategies, complete with maps, that will let you score 

Only in the Super NES 
Buyer's Guide will you find the 
first coverage on the newest 
games like Street Fighter 2, 
Contra 3: The Alien Wars and 
T.M.N.T. 4. Don't miss out on 
any of the action! Subscribe to 
the Super NES Buyer's Guide 
today! 



STREET FIGHTER 2... 1986 TO PRESENT 
After FF, Capcom took the Street 

Fighter name and tried to make a 
futuristic fighting game for the NES. 
About all that the game had in com¬ 
mon with SF was the main character 
who was named Ken. 

Not having 
tremendous success 

Capcom went back 
to the drawing 
boards and came up 
with a heavily modi¬ 
fied update and 
called it SF2. The 
rest is history! 

The1992 CE 
update gave the player control of the 
bosses, and late that year, after see¬ 
ing many of their CE arcade games 

being ‘updated’ with 
illegal accelerator 
chips, Capcom 
released a Turbo 

TURBO SF2 CE-SUPER FAMICOM 

HISTORY OF FINAL FIGHT 



i! Fighting Street was origi- 
ased in the arcades in 
i NEC bought the rights for 



PC Engine 
>n, but, in order to see 

how really good it is, look at how it 
stacks up against the arcade, Gene¬ 
sis, Super NES (original SF2) 
and the new Turbo SF2 CE 
version for the Super Famicom! 

After talking with the people at 
NEC we found out that the 
biggest problem surrounding the 
release of SF2 for the PC Engine 

was the controller. Since it 
only has, at most, three buttons, 
they decided to incorporate the 

system as found 
Super NES pad. While 
ew pad may not look 
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treat to hear because they sound 
good, if not better, than the 

Super NES! This comes as quite 
shock because the PC Engine 

to have such great 
ind capability. The level tunes 

short of the Super NES 
but aren’t bad. The voices are also 
perfectly digitized and sound terrific, 

ED 

DAN VON 
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Then Strike! Concentrate! The mysteries of a 
Jedi Knight 

JVC/LUCASFILM SUPER NES MODERATE | NOVEMBER] 

LJJ 10-16 MEG 14 ACTION | 75% | 







jyzee mee rye zAcytMt, ryzee me$ rye row 



L^H CflPCOM SUPER NES MODERATE JUNE | 

MEG 6 85% 1 



ROUND 3: HOLLAND 
Watch for mines on the 
ground ■ try and get your ene¬ 
mies to step on them! 
Bratken is the boss here: he 
uses powerful charging 
dashes and jump kicks! 

BONUS STAGES: RACK UP SOME BIG POINTS! 

If you lose all At the end of some 

ROUND 2: FRANCE 
Battle through France to get 

to the airport! The Boss Fred¬ 
die rushes you with his mas¬ 
sive chest! Use jump kicks to 

knock him down then go in for 
a throw or knockout! 





ms/m TKAe'&'rnss: 

Each car has its advantages depend- 
ng on what track you are racing on. 
3ick the color of your car by press- 
ng UP and DOWN, and use the crane 
3y pressing LEFT and RIGHT to 
select your car! When the crane is 
jver the car you want, press UP and 
highlight EXIT. Then press B. 

‘DSHA'IA: 

S707ZZ: T7Z7KS /HTD 

Take rough bumps Survive more hits Hug those hairpin 

I* I COBRA: I H 
Lia STD. LNJ S' 

HAMMER: F I SI 
PM $10,000 [, \J $! 

liSfd CHARGE: IF I T 
$30,000 L, Cl $■ 

151 $60,000 Q] $: 

OTXSIZ r7Z"MS: 

MqvrrtmQ nmno: sa'tp suites: zoyuz wssuz.- 

IT: $12,000/BOTTLE COST: $2,000/GALLON COST: $10,000/MISSILE 
FUNCTION: Blow away 

enemies with these 
missiles that fire from 
the front of your car! 

7¥/t^/TRVS 71' S‘7'U,‘77- 
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SNACK ON THE ACTION GAME 

wlwn 
This is the idea. Move the 

heart cookie up to the top row. 
Match a row of cookies. Do These cookies will disappear Once all cookies are matched, 
this for every cookie to win! and you'll score 40 pts. the stage will be cleared. 

PLAY A FRIEND OR THE COMPUTER IN THE VS. GAME 
1. This is the VS. Game option 3. Each player’s goal is to line 
screen where you can choose up five cookies vertically or 
a human or computer oppo- horizontally. Each time you do 
nent. Change your time speed this, you will gain one notch 
and adjust your handicap with on the point meter and a Yoshi 
fewer lines to complete. cookie. If any player’s timer 
Choose the type of music you fuse runs out, the game is 
want, or just turn it off. over. Get three crowns to win! 

2. On this screen, choose 4. Once five Yoshi cookies are 
which character you would gained, a player may put them 
like to be. Each has his/her in order vertically or horizon- 
own strengths and weakness- tally to initiate good or bad 
es in areas such as Attack, Events. These Events include 
Defense, Message and Time Panic, Blind, Slave, 3 to 7 
Limit. Enter your initials and point losses for either player, 
begin the VS game. and an additional 3 points. 

ACTION GAME 
When you complete 5 

lines of one type of 
cookie, you will get a 
Yoshi cookie which is 
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CES PREVIEW!- 

WICKED WERPDIM5 RND POWER UPS 

THQ MODERATE 

ACTION 60% 

inthly 



requires strategy to win. The only 
strategy game that's hot enough to melt your armor. With the 
advantages of an advanced 3-D flight simulator, as well as a 

strategy can ensure victory. Use your missiles, cannons, lasers and 
jumpjets wisely if you expect to defeat your crafty foes. Your 
reward? More money to build more powerful 'Mechs, critical to 

Strategic Thinking. 
Killer Instincts. 

shrewd and cunning mind, 
you'll face the most fero¬ 
cious intergalactic combat 
yet seen. Mechwarrior. One 
of the most original gomes 
ever developed. 

It's the year 3027. 
Revenge is your motive. A Bottlemech is your method. Outmoneuver, 
outsmart and outfight the Dork Wing Lonce. Pursue every lead. ICO t»Cl fra(k them to the furthest corners of the 
‘or. galaxy. But ya' gotta be smart. Only a great 

» “ Perched in the control 
room of a iO-ton 'Mech, in- 
credible 3-D graphics allow j 

\ ifll t™ ,0 comman(^ the action. 
Ef3^E^Kii£ifi£9i Use the practice mode and 
ve game features to jump straight into the action. Whether you 

AcliVisioM 
MECHWARRIOR IS FOR YOUR SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM. TO ORDER: SEE YOUR LOCAL RETAILER OR CALL 1-800*477-3 
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CES PREVIEW! 

the puzzlet of the ancienta 



"' - 
*■* PUB 

- - 
hrfmj r 

hfonnwl 

The floral level of the third stage is filled 
with exotic creatures and backdrops. 

BOSS 3 
lj This floral boss 
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Port Elizabeth 

TWO TIMES THE 
RACING ENIOYMENT! 

Enter a game with two (count 'em) 
two different racing games built in! 
Using equipment based on the 
Kawasaki brand name, you must 
soar through winding dirt tracks on a 
Ninja motorbike or hit the waves in 
an intense Jetski race! 

You can choose to bike or Jetski, 
or take the challenge and hop from 
three different islands and reign vic¬ 
torious in both forms of racing. Digi- 

GAMETEK SUPER MODERATE NOW 



FISH 

TALES 

MAIN OVERVIEW 

m 
CASTING SCREEN 

1. Data Select- Choose the information 
that you wish to retrieve here. 
2. Clock- Keep your eyes on this! You 
only have until 4:30 pm to finish! If 
you’re late, you’ll be penalized. 
3. Fish Finder- Use sonar to detect fish 
underwater! Also gives water depth. 

1. Strength Meter- Indicates the 
strength of the cast. 
2. Lure Selected- Lure that is in use. 
3. Wind Indicator- Gives you direction 
of the wind for casting accuracy. 
4. Clock and Distance- Time of day and 
distance that lure has traveled. 
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QUEST FOR THE THRONE 
is 

HOME IS WHERE THE 
HARM IS... 

'ou are young Duke, an heir to 
! throne. You have traveled far- 
ay to distant lands to seek out all 
it life has to offer. Upon hearing of 
uble from within your father’s 
jrt, you decide to journey home. 

gins. The journey starts 
a giant ship bound for your 

ind. All will seem fine for a 

it the ship, slaughtering every- 
3. How will you survive to get 
=k to your homeland? How can 
j save your father’s kingdom? 
"he Journey Home: Quest for the 
rone is an action game combined 
h elements of role-playing, much 
ng the line of Soul Blazer, or 
Ida. The plot progresses quickly, 
d the action can get intense. One 
tg that makes this cart stand out 

DUKE’S TECHNIQUES 

GRAPPLING HOOK 
Lets you grapple across 

chasms and pits. 

Once the pirates have boarded the si 
things will get pretty hectic! As you mi 
your way to the bow of the ship, you w 
face a variety of dan- - 
gers. Dangers can 
vary from vicious =, 
pirates, who attack ff' 
the passengers, to 
giant octopi who will 

RENOVATION SUPER NES MODERATE OCTOBER 

8 MEG N/A ACT/RPG 85% 
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Level Three * The underground lava cavern/ of doom! 
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ELECTRONIC ARTS GENESIS MODERATE JULY 

8 MEG N/A SPORTS 457. 
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Practice your volley against a computer 
opponent or another player. 

You can check out the players' statistics 
of each game after a heated match. 

All the glory and admiration of the fans is 
yours if you are the champion! 
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HfiGGfiR 
Cody’s friend; 

Metro City, and is 
boyfriend; 

ways of the Ninja, 
he is the quickest street fightin 

■ THROW ! 

kidnapped BONUS LEVELS: 
•s:_ After some rounds there i 

a Bonus stage! Here y°' must demolish an object)! 
_ in a certain amount of tim 

HELP ME! ,or bi9 bonus Points 

TIME fiTTfTCK MODE: 
This mode allows you to 
fight for a limited time! You 
can practice the moves with 
any of the three characters - 
each with a different scene! 

Haggar, 
GET SOME! i get mad? No, 

i payback to and defee 



SOME HELPFUL ITEMS TO BE FOUND IN THE LEVELS: 

PH. SWORD: PIPE: 
Has reach, but 
the stronger jp-" 

pninSj 
w 

'll' "" _ i 
- $i# 

■I'** 

r'* Irzin) ?> 
tY 
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CES PREVIEW! 

ALESTE RETURNS! 
:ention all Sega CD owners! I 

^r|^| TENGEN SEGA CD HARD AUGUST 

EXJ CD-ROM 8 SHOOTER 100°/. 





' your plasm; 
p Kyle Rees 

plTJ VIRGIN | SEGA CD HARD 

UJ CD-ROM | 10 ACTION 





CHECK 
/w OUT THE 

(Qr AWESOME 

r CD SCALING 
AND ROTATION! 

THE CAPED CRUSADER’S UTILITY BELT 
Although Batman is a skilled fighter, there are times when he may need a little help 
from the many gadgets found in his utility belt. To use any one of them, all you 
have to do is pause the game in any of the side-scrolling scenes and you'll be able 
to choose from five devastating weapons. 

ret biaxially, r--. 
chissortof : Y- ' 
total 3-D rota- F * ’ Can rapid-fire A powerful Release bats 

with this, but weapon, but from your 
it is not very needs careful cape to attack 
strong. aim at target. villains. 

LAW SUPER 
this for BATARANG 
•range Very powerful 
ks. Use weapon like 
ision. the batarang. 

BATMAN 
] RETURNS 

DARK KNIGHT Dark Knight clear his name and 
'DTT'T'T TT?1\TC brinS order t0 Gotham City- 
LvEr I u J7U\I O The game boasts fantastic graph 

The Caped Crusader is back once ics and will totally amaze you. You 
gain fighting crime in the awesome will really notice the game’s great 
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AN INTERACTIVE GAMING EVOLUTION 

Experience Head-To-Head 
Competition Without Leaving 

Your House! 

Fasten your seat belt! You're about to experience the 
first interactive yaminy evolution, the new TEIEPIAY" 
System. It's a new point of view! By pluyyiny this 
telecommunication modem into your existiny NFS or 
Seya Genesis deck, you can link into the future.* 

Existiny phone lines are your bridye to Teleplay’s inter¬ 
active evolution. That’s riyht: whether your friend is 
down the block, across town or in another state. 
Teleplay links two video yame systems for head-to- 
head competition play. You yot it! Two screens, two 
players, two different locations, the same or different 
yame formats.* You can even attach a PC keyboard for 
expanded fun and educational capabilities. With 
Teleplay, the possibilities are awesome! Your friend 
can't watch you. so you can make your tactical maneu¬ 
vers and strateyic advances in complete secrecy! He'll 
never know what hit him until it's too late! 

TELEPLAY™ by Baton Technoloyies hits your favorite 
stores by Auyust 1993. Remember, it uses the latest in 
telecommunication developments to let you play 
ayainst a friend in a different location. Teleplay 
includes 'Terran Wars”, a head-to-head, fast action, 
arcade style space yame. 

Want to learn more about TELEPLAY™? 
Call (602)437-9659. 





SUBSCRIBE TO EGM 
T-SHIRT FREE! 

Each big full-color issue of EGM is packed 
with In-Your-Face information and exclu¬ 
sive coverage of the hottest video game 
action you can find. 

EGM is the only mag loaded with special 
pull-out strategy guides, killer maps and 
super secrets that will send your scores 
soaring! 

You'll find all this and more only from the 
biggest and best video game magazine. 
Be the first to get every action-packed 
page delivered to your door by subscribing 



‘Watson, Get My Seven 

Per-Cent Solution...” 
Help super snooper Sherlock 

Holmes solve three puzzling cases 
for the Duo: 'The Case of the Two 
Lions,” The Case of the Murdered 
Munitions Magnate,” and The Case 
of the Pilfered Paintings." Using live- 
action video with excellent voice 
duplication, try and solve the myster¬ 
ies with your faithful colleague Dr. 
Watson! If you get tired of a case 
you are working on, don’t fret - there 
is a save-game option that will allow 
you to continue it later! Using a vari¬ 
ety of items for collecting informa¬ 
tion, piece together your case one bit 
at a time, until you think you have 
enough evidence to take to a judge 
for a trial! This includes listening to 
all the rumors and other conversa¬ 
tions people may be having! 

INVESTIGATION ICONS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS: 
This is the master screen where you will decide which 

items to use in each of your mysteries! 
Use the little magnifying glass to select which item to i 

save-game function, allowing you to continue a gam 
. There is also a 
t a later time! 

THE THREE CASES TO BE SOLVED: 

been stolen, 
but there is no 
apparent motive! 
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Its kinda like 



venture 
through six 

worlds to com¬ 
plete the game! 

Each world has several 
stages. Including warps 
and bonus stages! The 

KIRBY’S MANY ZANY MOVES: 

FLY: 
;! Kirby can fly in the air! Just 
i press JUMP and UP! 

r DUCK: 
Press DOWN on 
Kirby can do a s 

SUCK-UP: i 
Press button B and Kirby's 
mouth will suck up things! 

SLIDE: 5 
Press DOWN and a diagonal | 

to slide on the ground! 

JN: 

OTHER WORLDLY PARTS: 
WARP WORLD: 
This special portal 
can take you to 
any world you 
have already 
completed! 

SOME ATTACK ITEMS: 
When Kirby sucks up some enemies, he 
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super mimo, 
gfAtEBdr 6 
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hy| SEIKfl | HES HARD 4th Qtr. '93 

ILK] 2 MEG 5 ACTION 90% 
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DALE 
KEO 
Cover 
On 
This 
Very 
Spedal 
ollettor's 

Issue! Created and Written by TOM MASON 

Pencilled by mlTCjj m([ Ul(mmL[ 





hot NEW GAMES 
for T.T.I. s 

•ssssff 
video game competition - part otthe E6M/HER0 SupefTour ‘93! Traveling 
around the country, this malt tour will give you a very spgpial chance to - 
playlor a variety ottiOt'pflzes-from.TTI,makers of the incredible DUO 

. game syStpm,and EGM! 'The action issure to he hot as the bestplaybrs 
. fronraround the country go head-td-head'in'S.battle Jo see who is the'ultl- 
mate Bomberman of allf Check out the next-isS lid of EGMfose'e where-the 
Super Tour is appearing nearjidu! ■ -• , . .. 

‘93 
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DON'T WAIT! SUBSCRIBE TODAY TO 

S3£. S 
™I«F 

•"Twa-’ 
sSexasr- 

Turbo Force offers the most 
complete look at the new Duo 
and Duo soft games! Turbo Fore 
has all the latest information, thi 
hottest games, and the inside 
tract on the next generation of 
video game systems; the Duo 
Super-CD! Are you ready for the 
power of the Duo? If so, Turbo 
Force is the magazine for you! 

Previews of upcoming games! 
Spotlight of the hottest titles! 
The latest in Duo news! 
Checking out styles for the ‘90 
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COMING THIS SUMMER 
TO A CITY NEAR YOU... 

ECM * USaBm 

touR 

BE A PART OF THE EGM EXPERIENCE 

JULY 15,1993 
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For Free Price List! 



THE WHAT'S HOT SOURCE FOR EOM READERS ONLY 

Arnold Aims to Terminate Couch Potatoes i1 •. 







MQVIE5 

From the brutality of boxing to the 
steaming jungles of Rambo, Sylvester 
Stallone will roam wherever a good 
adventure takes him. In his latest film, 
appropriately entitled Cliffhanger, he 
finds himself in the mountains. 
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$25.00 Bonus BRE Software u 
Credit Card Orders: (209) 432-2684 \&&\ [ 

Now Buying Genesis and Super Nintendo Systems i 

YES! - We honor our advertised prices! 
Prices in this ad are good through June 30, 1993 

Send us your old cartridges - Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice 

Cartridges fjQ s* 

iisHS.5"5 SEs, 

Si ifs!ssSi L_ _,, 

sr III!Mil:7 a^-ahE!«j«£gjni 
me 

EiiMlESKit 

s SUPER y-s-j.- #i5is _ 
NINTENDO . i 

§ifj a 

s=a,±;:: 
BRE Software .. illlMI 

.«ag«§HiSgr"2g j 

To sell 
: M. :1 cartridges 
& §§ s: 

gr||£™~ 

Kl lisas' 

mm ’"'"HffSfslrlm 

£«■ 
:rw ■ 

To buy 
cartridges 

ilgiSi 

B/?E Software 

352 W BPdfEMd # 104 



SSng fg? BSn ,oSe SL ,o;Se 
\ Please call for Mega Drive Games 

• World Cup Soccer 
• Ultra Bots 
• Arcus Odyssey 
• Humans 
• Stocker's Dracula 

DEALERS S WHOLESALE >5 
WELCOME 

(818) 281-9282 
or Fax 

(818) 451-5839 
(San Gabriel Plaza) 
710 W. Las Tunas, #1 

San Gabriel, CA 91776 
C.O.D & CREDIT CARD WELCOME 

"•anforouMcrtestCatalog^ 

• Indiana Jones CCD) 

• Dungeon Master 
• Dark Wizard (CD) 

liiii 













REVIEW CREW • COMING ATTRACTIONS • MEGA TRICKS 
INTERNATIONAL • MEGA STRATEGIES 

FROM THE EDITORS OF ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY.... 

THE #1 ALL-SEGA VIDEO GAME MAGAZINE 

* LEARN TRICKS AND 
SECRET STRATEGIES ON 
THE NEWEST GAMES! 

* BE THE FIRST TO LEARN 
ABOUT THE NEW GAME 
SYSTEMS, PERIPHERALS 
AND ACCESSORIES. 

* GET THE FIRST INFO AND 
PHOTOS ON ALL THE 
NEW GENESIS, SEGA CD 
AND GAME GEAR CARTS. 

* FIND OUT WHICH 
INTERNATIONAL GAMES 
ARE HOT! 

Finally, a magazine made 
exclusively for owners of the 
Genesis, Sega CD and Game 
Gear! Introducing Mega Play, 
the first full-color publication 
with all the tips, tricks, 
reviews and previews a Sega 
fan could ever want! Each bi¬ 
monthly issue is packed with 
behind the scenes info and 
photo-spreads of the latest 
8-Bit and 16-Bit sensations. 
And since it is from the 
editors of EGM, you know 
Mega Play is a magazine you 
can trust! To get the most 
out of your Sega system, 
you NEED Mega Play! 

* READ HONEST, HARD- * PLUS PAGES OF GAME 

I WANT MEGA PLAY! 

Please indude $19.95 for your subscription and mail to: 
Mega Play, P. 0. Box 7535, Red Oak, IA 51591-0535 

for faster Servire, Call toll-free: 1-800-444-2884 



I « ML/ Blaster Master 2 for the Sega 
t\KSf^ Genesis takes you head first into 
Jjir - ' the second wave of rabid mutants, 

bent on destroying the Earth. Saddle 
Wljr up in S.O.P.H.I.A., your hi-tech tank, for a 
IBr savage battle of survival. Use your arsenal 

' - of pumped weapons to send them packing. 

.Based on the smash hit game Blaster Master, 
Blaster; Master 2 takes you past the next level to a 
new standard of intense action. Wreck-n-roll on the 
cutting edge of 16-bit technology. 

iuN-TOFT 



locwii 
Ocean of America, Inc. 
1855 O'Toole Ave., Suite D-102 
San Jose, CA 95131 GAME BOY 



Thank you! 

Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost Permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us at www.refromags.com 

from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
: from the publishers themselves. 

fie selling releases from 
>rt them and do let us know. 


